CHAPTER 1260
Hogs

1260. 01 Limitation on keeping and penning.

1260.99 Penalty.

CROSS REFERENCES
Feeding garbage to swine or poultry - see Ohio R. C. Ch. 942
Rendering plants - see Ohio R.C. Ch. 953
Disposal of dead animals - see Ohio R.C. 3767.16
Abatement of nuisances by Board of Health - see Ohio R.C. 3707.01 et seq.
Noxious odors from places where animals are kept or fed; undesirable accumulations - see Ohio R.C. 3767.13
Feeding of garbage to hogs - see S.W.C. & D. 1030.03
Notice and abatement of nuisances - see NUIS. Ch. 1220
Manure - see NUIS. 1262.01

1260. 01 LIMITATION ON KEEPING AND PENNING.
No person shall keep hogs in the Health District between May 1 and November 1 except when hog pens are so located as to be at least 300 feet from any building used for human occupancy or habitation, other than the residence of the owner of the hogs, and at least 100 feet from any reservoir, public way, street or road.
In no instance shall hog pens be allowed to become a public nuisance.

1260.99 PENALTY.
(Editor's Note: See Section 210.99 for general Code penalty if no specific penalty is provided.)
CHAPTER 1262
Manure

1262.01 Limitation on accumulation and disposition.

CROSS REFERENCES
Abatement of nuisances by Board of Health - see Ohio R.C. 3707.01 et seq.
Noxious odors from places where animals are kept or fed; undesirable accumulations - see Ohio R. C. 3767.13
Notice and abatement of nuisances - see NUIS. Ch. 1220
Hogs - see NUIS. Ch. 1260

1262.01 LIMITATION ON ACCUMULATION AND DISPOSITION.
Manure from all premises shall be removed at least once each month and/or at such intervals as the Health District may deem necessary. In no case shall manure be allowed to accumulate until it becomes a nuisance. In no event or circumstance shall manure be thrown or deposited in any alley, street, lane, public place or surface of ground or suffered to remain there.
In agricultural areas, manure produced by the keeping of an animal or animals of the horse, mule or cattle kind may be used as fertilizing material and spread upon the surface of the ground.
In areas of concentrated habitation, the use of manure as fertilizing material shall be restricted to the horse and/or mule kind.

1262.99 PENALTY.
(EDITORIS NOTE: See Section 210.99 for general Code penalty if no specific penalty is provided.)